Y5 English Home Learning Grid 7
6th July - 17th July
● Read a book independently for at least 20 minutes daily
● Learn your spellings each week and ask a family member to test you
● Look at the range of 6 activities below. Hopefully there will be one there that takes your fancy! Choose

one

activity to complete fully. Answer the comprehension questions and write a descriptive, engaging story. The start of
each one is given to help inspire you. Write it on paper (send a picture in on Dojo) or use Word (to be emailed) or
Google Classroom. Remember to fully punctuate your work and that editing plays a vital role in producing superb work.
If there is not one you like, choose something for yourself. Find a picture for inspiration.

Please keep evidence of all your great work and share it with us on Class Dojo or Google Classroom to celebrate your achievements!

Activity 1

The Mysterious Door

On a quiet day, you can sometimes hear them. Every now and then,
there’s be a tapping or a scraping or a rustling from behind the door.
Occasionally (if you’re patient enough to sit for the whole day and
watch), movement can be glimpsed through the dark windows. Once,
just once, the faint sound of whispering in hushed tones was heard.
The boy had spent his entire summer holidays wishing for something to
emerge from the mysterious door. He had spent yet another sunny
morning hiding in the tall grass at the bottom of his garden just staring at
the door, hoping to catch a glimpse of something or someone
extraordinary.
The moment he had been waiting for had finally arrived…The door
began to slowly creak open…
Continue this story…

Answer these questions:
What will emerge from the tiny door?

Activity 2

Strength of a Thousand

Since she was young, Kate had known she was different to normal people. It was
only now though that her true powers were beginning to be realised.
She was becoming the person she was born to be. It was her destiny…

Continue this story…
Answer the comprehension questions and the similes work below to help you continue
the story.
Comprehension Questions:
What does ‘destiny’ mean?
What do you think Kate’s destiny is?
How is she different to ‘normal’ people?
How will she use her powers, do you think?
How would you use such powers if you had them?

How will the boy react to seeing it emerge?

Is Kate from Earth or a different planet?

‘The Borrowers’ is a book by Mary Norton about little people called
‘Borrowers’ who borrow things from people’s houses. What do you
think the difference is between borrowing and stealing? Have you
ever borrowed something, but then forgotten to give it back? Is that
stealing?

How will other people react to seeing Kate’s powers? Will they treat her differently?

If we borrow every single book from a library, is that borrowing? Is it
still a library?
If I ask you if I can steal your pencil case and you say yes, is that
stealing?

What will she do with the lorry? Why has she picked it up?

Can you think of similes to describe Kate’s powers?
She could run as fast as_____.
She could fly like a ______.
Her body was as hard as ______.
She was as strong as______.
Her eyes glowed red like_______.

Activity 3

Going Under

It was a beautiful, clear day, and the three divers plunged into
the water…
Continue this story
Can you answer these questions?

Activity 4

The Magic Globe

“Hmmm. Where shall we go this time?” Jeremy asked his brother.

What are the three people diving in from?

“How about there!?” replied Max excitedly. “We’ve always talked
about going there!”

Why are they diving into the water?
Is it a sea, river or lake? What is the difference between each of these
things?
What equipment are the people using? Why are they using it?

The brothers both put their fingers on the part of the world they
had chosen, and waited for the magic to happen.
“I wonder if it will be as fun as our last trip,” mused Jeremy, as
the globe began to glow…
Continue this story

What other equipment might they have worn?
What might they see underwater?

Comprehension Questions:

Are humans good at swimming?

In what way is the globe magical?

Which other animals are good at swimming?

Where do you think the brothers have pointed to?

What makes certain animals better swimmers than others?

Why is the globe glowing?

Imagine you are one of the divers.

What will happen next?

Can you write a description of what the water feels like when you
dive in?

What do we know about their last adventure?

Can you describe what you can see under the water?
Try to include interesting verbs and adverbs to describe how you
move when you’re underwater.

What do you think will happen this time?
How will they return home, do you think?
Which of the brothers is Max?
Who is in charge of their adventure?
If you had a magic globe, where would you go first?

Activity 5 Battle with the Storm Troopers

The invasion had begun. Faced with row upon row of white-clad
storm troopers, the Jedi knew they had to act quickly…
Continue this story. Use your knowledge of the Star Wars story or
make up your own version.
Think about these questions below...Research these answers.

How would life in space be different to Earth?
How many people have been into space?

Activity 6 Wild horses

Their speed was such that they appeared a blur to the little girl
watching them. She sat on a stone wall, knees pulled up to her chest,
bracing herself slightly against the strong breeze.
The herd of wild horses moved as one: a frothing, raging river
cascading across the countryside. They reminded her of a waterfall she
had visited with her parents last summer. The foam that formed on top
of the surging water as it bubbled away in the plunge pool like a witch’s
evil potion was the same colour as their long, flowing manes.
The horses seemed to be startled by something. What were they
running from? Or was it perhaps that they felt a sense of great urgency
to reach a certain destination?
The girl sat and pondered at the question…

How have they travelled to space?
Who was the first person to go into space?
Will people live permanently in space one day?
How would this be possible?

Try to answer these questions:
Who is the girl watching the horses?
Why is she out all alone?

How might the world be different in 100 years? What about 1000
years?

Why do you think the horses are travelling so quickly?
Have you ever seen wild horses?
Why do you think there are few horses seen in the wild?
Do you think there are more in other parts of the world?
Do you think there used to be more wild horses in the past?
Do you know of any other animals that are found in the wild, but are
also used for domestic purposes?

SPaG.com
Please try to complete some activities if you have not done a
lot so far during Home Learning...
Brush up on your technical spelling, punctuation and grammar
skills by logging on to spag.com. New activities are available for
you to work through.
www.spag.com

Grammar Task - complete on paper
Add brackets to the sentence below
She finally came to my party three hours late and gave me the biggest hug!
Add a semicolon to the sentence below
I went to the shoe shop today I bought loads of trainers.
Add a dash to the sentence below.
The chocolate cake was sitting on the counter top yummy!
Complete the sentence by adding the correct suffix to the word type
given.
You need to (pollen) _____________ the tomatoes.
Draw a line to match the prefix to the correct word.

Underline the relative clause in each sentence.
The magazine, that was on the table next to me, looked very grubby.

The man, who was reading a book, suddenly looked at me.

Accelerated Reader
It’s great to see so many of you being engaged with Accelerated Reader. Where possible, try to read books from your zone (you can find this
when you log in and go to the progress section). Try to read on a regular basis. We both look at the amount of words you are all reading each
week and have been really impressed by the amount some pupils are reading. Maybe this Learning Grid could be
the one
to get you on the track of being a frequent reader and scoring points. There is now a reward system which sets
you new
targets and gives you certificates for your achievements. It might be your name on the weekly achievements for
‘Reader
of the Week’ next time!
Go on! Be a Bookworm!
Remember to use this exact log in…
https://ukhosted55.renlearn.co.uk/6702821/

Spellings
Revise this term’s spellings. See on page below.

Learn your spellings each week and ask a family member
to test you.

